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Abstract
Blood coagulation factors can enter the brain under pathological conditions that affect the blood–brain interface. Besides their 
contribution to pathological brain states, such as neural hyperexcitability, neurodegeneration, and scar formation, coagulation 
factors have been linked to several physiological brain functions. It is for example well established that the coagulation factor 
thrombin modulates synaptic plasticity; it affects neural excitability and induces epileptic seizures via activation of protease-
activated receptors in the brain. However, major limitations of current experimental and clinical approaches have prevented 
us from obtaining a profound mechanistic understanding of “neuro-coagulation” in health and disease. Here, we present 
how novel human relevant models, i.e., Organ-on-Chips equipped with advanced sensors, can help overcoming some of the 
limitations in the field, thus providing a perspective toward a better understanding of neuro-coagulation in brain homeostasis.

Keywords Thrombin · PAR1 · Blood brain barrier · Neurovascular unit · Organ-on-chips · Sensors · Human relevant 
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Introduction

A defining feature of complex biological systems is the intri- 
cate interplay between spatially and temporally segregated 
signaling pathways that are based on positive and negative  
feedback mechanisms. Over the past century, major advances 
were made in specific biological systems and organ systems 
by identifying important signaling pathways relevant for 

various biological functions. In several cases, new targets 
for therapeutic interventions could be identified and drugs 
were developed for the treatment of diseases, associated 
with alterations in the respective signaling pathways and 
associated organ functions. It has been also proposed that 
some of the relevant signaling molecules are exclusively 
expressed in the respective organ systems. Accordingly, 
generations of scientists and medical doctors have been 
educated with a molecular understanding of signaling path-
ways that have been assigned to specific organs and their 
functions (Berg et al. 2002). The blood coagulation cascade Ben M. Maoz, Maria Asplund, Nicola Maggio, and Andreas 
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(Macfarlane 1964; Davie and Ratnoff 1964) is a paradig-
matic example for such “branding” of enzymes, substrates, 
and signaling pathways, as reflected also by nomenclature.

Not surprising, therefore, that for a long time, the rele- 
vance of coagulation factors has not been considered in the 
field of neuroscience, at least as regard to their role in defin-
ing physiological brain functions such as neural excitability 
and synaptic plasticity. Certainly, the identification of the 
blood–brain interface (BBI; Hajal et al. 2021; Schaeffer and 
Iadecola 2021; Segarra et al. 2021), which limits and controls 
the exchanges of molecules and cells between the body and 
the central nervous system, has contributed to stalling sci-
entific advances in this field of research; coagulation factors 
such as Factor Xa or Factor IIa, i.e., thrombin, for example, 
do not enter the brain under physiological conditions. How-
ever, recent discoveries have demonstrated the expression of 
coagulation factors and protease activated receptors (PARs) 
in the brain (reviewed in Ben Shimon et al. (2015)). Since 
pathological conditions are often accompanied by altera-
tions in BBI functions, and consequently an increase in blood 
components in the brain, these findings have led to a series 
of exciting new interdisciplinary studies with considerable 
clinical relevance.

Accordingly, several brain diseases have been associated 
with changes in the expression of PARs in the brain, such as 
Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease (Grossmann 2021; 
Iannucci et al. 2020). Furthermore, the physiological roles of 
thrombin and PAR-mediated signaling pathways in neural 
excitability and synaptic plasticity have been studied, and major 
findings on the biological significance of coagulation factors 
in brain physiology and pathology have been systematically 
reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Ben Shimon et al. 2015; De Luca 
et al. 2017; Shlobin et al. 2021). Considering the limitations 
of current experimental approaches, here we discuss how the 
development of novel human relevant technologies, i.e., Organ-
on-Chips equipped with next generation sensors, could help in 
advancing the field toward a better understanding of the role of 
neuro-coagulation in brain homeostasis at the interface between 
health and disease.

Vicious cycles at the neurovascular unit 
and the role of thrombin/PAR1 in synaptic 
plasticity

The brain is a multi-scale system with several layers of com-
plexity at the molecular, cellular, and network level. One of 
the most fundamental units of the brain is the neurovascu-
lar unit (NVU), which comprises major functional interac-
tions of the brain vasculature and parenchyma (Schaeffer 
and Iadecola 2021). The NVU is a densely packed multi-
cellular biophysical system formed by the following main 
populations of cells: the brain microvascular endothelium, 

the perivascular space composed of pericytes and astrocytes, 
that create the BBI, and the adjacent brain parenchyma con-
taining complex glial and neuronal networks (Fig. 1A, B). 
Clinical and experimental evidence suggests that alterations 
in BBI function, which controls the transport of chemicals, 
cells, and nutrients from the blood to the brain and vice 
versa, may represent a major pathophysiological hallmark 
of brain disease. Indeed, there is an indisputable correlation 
between BBI alterations and brain diseases (Abrahamson 
and Ikonomovic 2020; Chodobski et al. 2011).

Conditions leading to BBI breakdown impair BBI selec-
tivity and allow the entrance of blood-derived molecules 
and cells into the brain. Work from recent years suggests 
that alterations in BBI and subsequent cortical exposure 
to blood constituents may initiate, promote, and/or sustain 
long-lasting structural, functional, and molecular changes in 
the neural tissue (Petersen et al. 2018; Shlosberg et al. 2010). 
Since molecular players of the coagulation cascade are 
expressed also in the brain (c.f., Ben Shimon et al. 2015)), 
in turn, “brain born” coagulation factors (and inflammatory 
cytokines) related to pathological changes in network activ-
ity may trigger BBI alterations. Additional coagulation fac-
tors entering the brain from the vascular system may sustain 
and exacerbate the physiological effects of neuro-coagulation  
under these conditions, leading to a detrimental vicious 
cycle at the NVU (Fig. 1C).

Experimental evidence for such a vicious cycle at the  
NVU comes from pharmacological studies in acute hip-
pocampal slices that have identified a role of thrombin and 
PAR1-signaling in neural excitability (Maggio et al. 2013a). 
PARs are G-coupled receptors that are activated by a site-
specific proteolytic cleavage of their N-terminal extracel-
lular domain, which uncovers a tethered ligand. The serine 
protease thrombin is one of the major activators of PAR1, 
PAR3, and PAR4; PAR2 represents a class of trypsin/
tryptase activated receptors (Gingrich and Traynelis 2000). 
In the brain, high levels of PAR1 are detected in the cor-
tex, hippocampus, and striatum (Junge et al. 2004). Indeed, 
thrombin-mediated activation of PAR1 enhances NMDA-R 
currents; it affects synaptic plasticity and increases neural 
excitability (Ben Shimon et al. 2015). Experimental evi-
dence has been provided showing that pharmacological 
inhibition of thrombin and PAR1 assert positive effects; 
e.g., it restores the ability of neurons to express synaptic 
plasticity under conditions of increased brain thrombin 
levels (Becker et al. 2014; Maggio et al. 2008). Moreover, 
it was shown that recovery from trauma-induced amnesia 
correlates with a normalization of thrombin activity in the 
mouse brain (Itzekson et al. 2014).

Interestingly, dose-dependent effects of thrombin/PAR1  
activation were reported. Specifically, it was shown that high 
concentrations of thrombin saturate the ability of neurons to 
express plasticity via PAR1-activation (Becker et al. 2014; 
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Maggio et al. 2008), while at low concentration, thrombin 
enhances plasticity via activated protein C and the Endothe-
lial Protein C Receptor (Maggio et al. 2013b, 2014, 2008). 
Apparently, under conditions of BBI alterations, an increase 
in brain thrombin levels will override the plasticity promot-
ing effects of low thrombin/PAR1 activation, thus causing 
alterations in complex brain function.

Role of thrombin/PAR1 in hyperexcitability 
and status epilepticus

Hyperexcitability and seizures have been associated with 
a rapid and robust increase in BBI permeability (Ruber 
et  al.  2018; Swissa et  al.  2019). Therefore, it has been 
hypothesized that the brain may be exposed to blood com-
ponents that could promote further excitability, neuroin-
flammation, and ultimately maladaptive network modifi-
cations and epileptogenesis (de Vries et al. 2012; Seiffert 
et al. 2004). Among the candidates, thrombin and the PAR1 
pathway seem to play a pivotal role in these mechanisms.

Indeed, it was shown that application of thrombin on hip-
pocampal slices induces hyperexcitability through a PAR1-
NMDA receptor mediated mechanism (Maggio et al. 2008). 
In the context of post-traumatic brain injury (TBI), which 
affects BBI function, thrombin was found to lower the seizure 

threshold in an animal model of TBI possibly contribut-
ing to the mechanism of post-traumatic seizures (Altman 
et al. 2019; Ben Shimon et al. 2019). In an animal model of 
organophosphate-induced status epilepticus, a high level of 
thrombin activity in the hippocampus was detected; further-
more, organophosphate-induced hyperexcitability in the hip-
pocampus was markedly reduced by a specific PAR1 antago-
nist (SCH79797; Golderman et al. 2019). Finally, systemic 
thrombin inhibition ameliorated seizures in a mouse model of 
status epilepticus (Lenz et al. 2019). Altogether, these studies 
have put forward the intriguing hypothesis that possibly novel 
oral anticoagulants targeting thrombin and its PAR1 pathway 
may assert antiepileptic effects in vivo. It is clear that a better 
understanding of neuro-coagulation and the underlying cellu-
lar and molecular mechanisms of its impact on complex NVU 
functions may help in devising new strategies for predicting, 
preventing, and treating brain diseases associated with altera-
tion in NVU/BBI function.

Major limitations of current experimental 
and clinical models

Current experimental in vivo models are limited as it is 
experimentally challenging to monitor the spatial and tempo-
ral dynamics of the NVU and its distinct components in situ. 

Fig. 1  Neuro-coagulation and the neurovascular unit (NVU). A Sche-
matic illustrating cellular components of the blood brain interface. 
Astrocyte in blue. B Electron micrograph of a vessel in the brain. 
Note the basement membrane between endothelial cell and pericyte 
(asterisk). Scale bar = 2.5  µm. C Vicious cycle at the neurovascular 

unit (for details see text). D Illustrations of advanced human in vitro 
models. E The use of Organs-on-a-Chip (OoC) for studying the 
NVU. Equipped with advanced sensors, OoCs provide a technology-
based approach toward better understanding of neuro-coagulation in 
brain homeostasis
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Specifically, it is not trivial to readily distinguish structural, 
functional, and metabolic interactions among the neural cells 
embedded in the brain parenchyma, the perivasculature, and 
the microvasculature in healthy tissue or pathological condi-
tions. Animal models also show significant inter-species dif-
ferences which include differences in efflux transporters, tight 
junctions, and cell–cell signaling (Benigni 2016). Due to eth-
ical and technical constraints, invasive in vivo experiments 
are impossible in healthy subjects and patients. The possibili-
ties to measure the BBI function and the effects of coagula-
tion factors in humans are very limited. Clinicians rely on 
information that can be collected mainly non-invasively (e.g., 
computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, near 
infrared spectroscopy), or on biomarkers that can reveal a 
compromised BBI only indirectly (Raja et al. 2018).

While current in vitro models are more accessible, as 
simplified systems, they also have several major limitations 
with regard to studying BBI and NVU functions. For exam-
ple, dissociated primary neuronal cultures and cell cultures 
derived from human-inducible pluripotent stem cells (hiP-
SCs) lack important cellular and three-dimensional (3D) 
anatomical complexity. They hardly create or maintain 3D 
vascular structures, and adjacent pericytes, astrocytes, and 
basal membranes do not form. Organotypic tissue cultures 
demonstrate some of these cellular features. However, they 
are blood-free preparations. Vasculature either does not form 
properly as seen in the case of iPSC-derived organoids, or 
it degenerates in the absence of physiological blood flow in 
cultured brain slices (Chip et al. 2013). Properly connect-
ing vasculature and capillaries of explanted brain tissue to 
microfluidic devices, and carefully controlling intravascular 
pressure, perfusion, and shear forces, which are crucial for 
proper development and maintenance of the vasculature and 
neural tissue, is technically demanding and has not yet been 
sufficiently established. This emphasizes that the current 
methods and models used to assess NVU function in health 
and disease (both in vivo and in vitro) are insufficient or not 
suitable for translational studies (c.f., Maoz 2021).

Novel human relevant technologies 
for studying neuro‑coagulation on a chip

In recent years, a major leap forward has been made in advanc- 
ing in vitro human relevant brain models (Nikolakopoulou 
et al. 2020). These models include the use of 3D-printing tech-
nologies, hiPSC-derived organoids, advanced microfabrica-
tion and nanofabrication, and tissue engineering (Fig. 1D). A 
promising new technology for culturing cells and tissue on 
dedicated microfluidic chips is known as Organ-on-a-Chip 
(OoC) and/or micro-physiological systems (MPS; Fig. 1D, E).  
This new concept allows to recapitulate in vivo physiological 
conditions in a unique micro environment which would not 

be possible to achieve using conventional culturing models 
(e.g., flow/shear, mechanical cues, physiochemical micro envi-
ronment, and the ability to link several OoC to create mini-
human-physiological-systems-on-a-Chip allowing organ-
organ interactions; Novak et al. 2020).

One of the major strengths of this technology is the ability 
to decouple complex human physiological systems such as 
the NVU while keeping it metabolically coupled. Indeed, a  
human NVU-on-a-Chip was recently developed and used to 
identify the metabolic coupling between the brain microvas-
culature and neurons (Maoz et al. 2018) (Fig. 1E). Another 
advantage of the OoC system is the ability to induce flow 
and shear, which is a fundamental property of the vascu-
lar system that is lacking in a conventional in vitro system. 
Example for such use was provided by Nemocovsky Amar 
et al. in 2019, who created an ischemia–reperfusion injury 
microfluidic chip with blood coagulation (Nemcovsky Amar 
et al. 2019). Other OoC systems demonstrate the ability to 
perfuse human blood in the chip for studying changes in the 
BBI permeability (Vatine et al. 2019).

In this context, it is important to consider the implemen-
tation of tools and sensors that allow for in situ monitor-
ing of relevant functional parameters (e.g., changes in the 
permeability of the BBI, metabolite concentrations, and 
structural and functional plasticity of neurons and glia). 
While the development and implementation of such sensors 
is not trivial, recent developments in sensor fabrication and 
microfabrication and nanofabrication allow integration of 
sophisticated sensors in OoC (Zhu et al. 2021).

Advanced sensors for studying 
neuro‑coagulation

Key to monitoring and probing neuro-coagulation and other  
complex NVU mechanisms are accurate real-time functional 
recordings over extended periods of time. Sensors ideally 
should allow for nearly unrestricted sampling of the neural 
activity across the larger networks as well as high spatial 
resolution recordings within small subsets of the popula-
tion. Furthermore, the electrophysiological data should be 
complemented with information on the micro environment, 
such as conductivity/permeability of the BBI, local pH vari-
ations, the presence of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and 
specific molecules (e.g., Factor Xa or Factor IIa), all highly 
relevant parameters in neuro-coagulation and inflammation.

Recent advances in microfabrication and nanofab-
rication have enabled the development of sensors with 
high sensitivity, selectivity, and robustness while keep-
ing dimensions small. These advanced sensors prefer-
ably should access all planes of the tissue volume or even 
be embedded within the tissue itself. Furthermore, it is 
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imperative that the implementation of these distributed 
and integrated sensors does not come at the cost of perfu-
sion or optical access (e.g., for structural and functional 
imaging), meaning the architecture must be maximally 
open.

Long-term stable high-resolution sampling and artificial 
excitation of neuronal signals are now available by the use of 
flexible sensor microprobes based on polymeric substrates 
such as polyimide (Chung et al. 2019; Luan et al. 2017). The  
main advantage of flexible microtechnology is that it allows 
for excellent spatial resolution to be combined with light-
weight devices which, due to their mechanical flexibility, 
easily conform to soft three-dimensional objects such as the 
brain surface in vivo, or a tissue culture in vitro (Vomero 
et al. 2020). Although flexible neural probes have revolution-
ized in vivo implantable neurotechnology, current systems 
for in vitro recordings have not yet drawn full advantage of 
this development. Thus, this field must capitalize on the rapid 
progress within neurotechnology to advance the electrophysi-
ology and biosensing function of OoC technology platforms. 
Recent work shows great promise, e.g., a 3D flexible MEA-
platform, which was able to form a three-dimensional inter-
face to a brain model including both astrocytes and neurons 
in a hydrogel matrix (Soscia et al. 2020). McDonald et al. 
showed how a flexible mesh-like MEA-array can be used to 
interface brain organoids (McDonald et al. 2021).

As medical science becomes more interdisciplinary, the 
development and integration of novel advanced sensors 
into innovative translational OoC-platforms will allow 
us to identify and probe complex cell–cell interactions 
at the NVU. We are confident that this technology-based 
approach will shed new important light on the mechanism 
according to which neuro-coagulation affects complex 
brain function in health and diseases, such as traumatic 
brain injury, epilepsy, and neurodegeneration.
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